This study deals with the statistical methods of contagion-effects on emerging capital markets. After fitting probability distribution on the empirical data, and cross-market correlation sensibility test were used on time series (2002)(2003)(2004)(2005)(2006)(2007)(2008)(2009) 
Introduction
This study analizes global capital market as a network of national economies, which are networks of markets themselves. There are market actors such as investment banks, state treasuries, national banks, etc. The global network operates under the following rules: quasi free movement of production factors (labor, capital, goods, and intellectual properties), technical progress, international markets, deregulation, liberalization, lack of coordination of economic policies, and liberalized capital accounts. (Wang -Chen 2003) .
To examine singularity and historicity of market distortions, this study models economic networks as graphs, where nodes are individuals or organizations and the edges are the social interactions between them (Barabási -Albert 1999) . It is necessary to examine the human factor in case of nodes on the market to understand the 1 Gábor Dávid Kiss, PhD student, University of Szeged, Faculty of Economics and Business Administration, Hungary. 2 László Dudás, PhD student, University of Szeged, Faculty of Science and Informatics, Hungary. occurrence of bubbles 3 and decoupling effects 4 in a non-linear world. The conditions of the bounded rationality model, in which decisions are made under uncertainty resulting in current prices and expected future prices co-evolving over time with mutual feedback, are closer to reality by giving a deeper description of the mispricing problems than the rational homo oeconomicus model. During operations, market actors, who learn by using heuristics, are possibly biased 5 , while their reactions are non linear 6 . (Barabási -Albert 1999 , Hommes -Wagenne 2008 , di Mauro et al. 2008 Many real-life complex networks are neither completely regular 7 nor completely random. There are complex systems, in which conditions are constantly changing giving a rise to endogenously engendered novelty. Simple complexity models are characterized by fat tails in returns distribution, long memory and interacting agents (Hommes -Wagenne 2008) . The extended characteristics are the followings: (1) particular states of the system are singular, (2) processes are non-linear and frequency-dependent, (3) strength and direction of causal relations are highly divergent in terms of magnitude and power, (4) exogenous events are influencing the system but events in the system are not completely dependent on the environment, (5) there is a hierarchical order between elements and particular emergent properties (Herrmann-Pillath 2000) .
Scale-free 8 networks are special cases of complex networks. They are inhomogeneous in nature, which means that nodes have very few link connections and yet a few nodes have many connections. In comparison with a random network, complex networks have the same size and an average degree, but the average path length is somewhat smaller. The clustering coefficient is much higher as well, while 3 Occurrence of bubbles were simulated in a rational and well informed market environment too when markets deviate from full rationality in asset pricing. Therefore they do not request uncertain circumstances (Hommes -Wagenne 2008) . 4 A divergence between development in a financial market benchmark and its effect on real economy (di Mauro et al. 2008) . 5 Their sentiment varies over time, according to prevailing market mood (Hommes -Wagenne 2008) . 6 Economic agents do not respond strongly to relatively small changes in prices, but larger price movements may trigger a disproportionately larger response with a strong effect on other economic variables (di Mauro et al. 2008) . 7 There are two generic aspects to understand real networks: the nearest-neighbor coupled network (a lattice) and the randomly connected network (Erdősi-Rényi model). In a lattice, every node is joined only by a few of its neighbors creating a homogenous network with low level of dynamism, which is clustered, without small-world effect. Random networks can appear quite suddenly. They are homogenous without showing clustering in general, but have small-world effect. The connectivity approximately follows a Poisson distribution. (Wang -Chen 2003) there are a few "big" nodes (hubs) with very large degrees (very large number of connections to bring the other nodes of the network close to each other). A quantity x obeys a power law if it is drawn from a probability distribution, P(x) ~ x -α , where α is a constant parameter of the distribution known as the exponent or scaling parameter 9 . The probability P(x) that a vertex in the scale-free network interacts with x other vertices decays as a power law, following therefore majority of cases has very low probability presenting a dissonance between expected value and mode which is the opposite to harmony at random networks. (Wang -Chen 2003 , Csermely 2008 To understand the singularities of financial crises, we have to study how scale-free complex networks can describe synchronization, transition processes and failures. Singularities are the results of non-linear dynamics in the economy, when small changes in systemic characteristics cause large-scale implications at the macro level (Herrmann-Pillath 2000) . Synchronizability of a scale-free network is about the same as a star-shaped coupled network driven by tiny fraction of distant links (small world effect); so hubs are playing a similar role as single star-center. In these networks, that is the explanation for the error tolerance and the attack vulnerability phenomenon. The network is robust during the random removal of a fraction of nodes; but after the preferential removal of key nodes, the system performance decreased. Phase transition was described between scale-free and random networks. The connectivity number is emerging after the collapse of the "stable" scale-free state. The system is random in its "chaotic" phase with high evolutionary performance until a new "stable", scale-free combination is established (Grubestic et al. 2008 , Wang -Chen 2003 , Yuan -Wang 2007 .
By using the complex scale-free network model, a lot of unusual events on the financial market could be described. The "singularities", which are resulted by the scale-freeness of real networks, are summarized in three levels of complexity. The 
The aim of this paper
This assumption about a hierarchical market structure could be obvious, if we are thinking on the US capital market's 45% share from global capitalization. Therefore it is crucial to take a closer look on emerging market's deviations from the probable, "normal" stage. This study presents several theoretical concepts of identifying extreme market movements and spillover of correlation.
"Perfect storms" of capital markets are characterized by big falls in one equity price, which is accompanied by simultaneous big falls in other equity prices -multivariate normal distributions are unfeasible tools to describe heavy tail's "garden of improbable events". This paper structured as follows to study the properties of contagion: after the overview of the mythological issues from the theoretical literature, the existences of fat tailness on the sample markets are presented by tail distribution tests. The systemic cause of these extreme events is explained in the third part of this work -dealing with a static and semi-dynamic modeling of return-correlation-time triangle.
Methodology
The introduction of methodology was divided on two parts: after tests of fat tailness of each participant market and instrument come the tests of network behavior.
Tail distribution tests of each market or instrument
The proof of the existence of heavy tailness (the "garden") structured as follows:
-Possible asymmetries and tailness were tested at first with the indispensable skewness and kurtosis tests. If the positive and negative sides behave different according these tests, it is necessary to analyze only the separated tails of the empirical distributions -after the rejection of normal distribution hypothesis with the usage of Kolmogorov-Smirmov test of normality 10 .
-The rejection of normality suggests that tails could be bigger or smaller than the case of normal distribution. Therefore it is necessary to run basic R 2 based fitting-test 11 with general models of exponential and power-law distributions to separate the tailed and quasi non tailed cases from each other.
-Than estimated power-law properties were studied deeper by Clauset, Shalizi and Newman's (2007) improved quantile-based maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method 12, to estimate the scale parameter α. Size of the tails is determined by the scale parameter α -as smaller the α, as fatter is the tail. P-values are given by Monte Carlo procedures: the power-law model is fitted for generated syn-10 Jacque-Bera test of normality is also a common procedure. 11 R-square -measures how successful the fit is in explaining of the variation of the data. A value closer to 1 indicates a better fit. General model for exponential: f(x) = a*exp(b*x) and for power-law: f(x) = a*x^b+c. 12 Scripted in MATLAB, see http://www.santafe.edu/~aaronc/powerlaws/. thetic data sets, and the number of times is counted when the Kolmogorov-Smirnov is larger than observed goodness-of-fit (maximum distance between the tail probability or cumulative distribution function of the empirical data and the fitted powerlaw model). (Clauset et al. 2009 , Quismorio 2009 
Test of common developments under normal and extraordinary events
Power law properties on one or both sides of the empirical distributions signs the existence of the "garden of improbable events", but it is necessary to model the interconnections between the main markets and the emerging markets under these circumstances. Several issues have to be considered during the modeling process:
-Constantly high level of correlation could be interpreted as a sign of financial convergence (Stavárek 2009). But some strange developments could be find, when we investigate dynamics of the correlation over time. There are several ways to model cross correlations on network of markets. Each market or instrument has the same role in equal models, but this holistic view has some disadvantages: definition of correlation period, weekend distortions and too much smoothing or black out effect during aggregation (Kiss 2009). If there is one "stable points" of exchange for the selected instruments as main or leader markets with dominant level of liquidity and capitalization, hierarchic, or top-bottom structures are able to build. Copulabased approach is the most progressive idea, which deals with each market or instrument as an univariate margin of a "global" multivariate distribution -where the multivariate dependence structure is represented by a copula as Sklar's theorem suggests (Embrechts et al. 2001 ).
-There are several approaches to identify market interdependencies, we can employ both static and moving window approaches or we can calculate time-varying correlation from conditional covariances and variances given by BEKK-GARCH methods (Babatskaja et al. 2008 ).
-Linear correlation is a natural scalar measure of dependence in elliptical distributions (as multivariate normal and t-distribution), but it can be misleading under heavy-tailed distributions as power-law or t 2 -distributions. Using of Kendall't tau 13 T is an independent copy of (X;Y )
T . Hence Kendall's tau for (X;Y )T is simply the probability of concordance minus the probability of discordance (Embrechts et al. 2001 ). 14 Spearman's rho for the random vector (X;Y )T is defined as ρ S (X;Y )=3(P{(X − X')(Y − Y") > 0}− P{(X − X')(Y − Y")< 0}); where (X;Y ) T ,(X';Y') T and (X";Y") T are independent copies (Embrechts et al. 2001) . 15 Let (x; y) T and (x'; y') T be two observations from a vector (X;Y ) T of continuous random variables. Then (x; y) T and (x'; y')T are said to be concordant if (x − x')(y − y') > 0, and discordant if (x − x')(y − y') < 0 (Embrechts et al. 2001 ).
-To compare more than two correlation coefficients, a χ 2 test is required. After the Z score standardization of the empirical correlation coefficients (r 1 , r 2 , … r k ) which were calculated from a sample with n 1 , n 2 , … n k components, theoretical correlation coefficients (R 1 , R 2 , … R k ) have to be tested with a H 0 , that they are equal (H 0 : R 1 =R 2 = … =R k ) (Lukács 1999) .
Due to the central role of US capital markets, usage of hierarchical models is more discursiveness. In this case we have to assume that the contagion developments are top-bottom processes. To measure correlations, moving window approach is the most feasible for our research, because the common developments were analyzed as the follows:
On the top of the vertical (stock, bond and currency markets) dimensions there are indicators form US, due to the central role of their capital markets. Hungarian, Polish and Russian markets 17 are containing the "emerging" part of the sample. Inflation targeting monetary policy of the European Union underlined the necessity of a long term bond market benchmark from the continent (as EU 10Y bond).
Figure 1 Observed markets
Source: own edition Logarithmic return series were used (1) with daily frequencies and are constructed from the price series (S t ) between 2. 1. 2002 and 31. 1. 2009 to study an entire conjuncture cycle in the world economy.
Y t =[log(S t )-log(S t-1 )]*100 (1) At hierarchical view we have to study the return fluctuations on the main market (Ym t ). Therefore it is necessary to split its development (2) on monotonic stages.
Turning points were set by D Ym (t n ) × D Ym (t n+1 ) < 0 cases, therefore monotone emerging and declining periods { l 1 , l 2 , … , l k . } could be defined. Than we have to study, how the return developments on the n emerging markets (Yen t ) were determined in these intervals { l 1 , l 2 , … , l k . }.
The resulted row vectors have to divide on emerging and declining group (determined by D Ym (t n )), than the extraordinary and normal stages were separated -according to their outlying properties in the tail distributions. Synchronizations between D Ym (t n ) and D Ye1 (t n ), D Ye2 (t n ), …, D Yen (t n ) raw vectors were signed by Spearman's rho correlation coefficients (4) .
To separate normal and extreme log return developments on the main market, normal distribution was fitted on its empirical distribution. Heavy tails were identified, where the theoretical and empirical distribution diverged. Than the significance of difference between normal and extreme average returns, standard deviations and correlation coefficients were compared with the usage of chi-square test. Figure 2 Semi-dynamic hierarchical windowed correlation
Source: own edition
Results

Descriptive statistics
Standard picture of efficient markets are showed by the higher level of standard deviation at higher mean level of logarithmic means. But there is a lack of normal distribution as Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality suggest. Negative skewness means fatter left (dropping) side, against a robust right (emerging) side. Therefore extreme events had higher occurrence during negative developments, while positive movements were similar mostly in the case of all emerging stock markets opposing to Dow Jones Industrial. Bond markets behave quietly similar -except GKO-OFZ, which is the most fragile instrument in the sample. We can find the opposite in the case of currency markets due to the opposite logic of exchange rates. While the main currencies are determined by the devaluation trend of USD against EUR with rare test backs, emerging actors behave extremely during their devaluation. Kurtosis is the indicator of the representation of mode inside the distribution. High kurtosis means a robust mode with dangerous backyard filled with extreme events -so the market usually operates normally, but it collapses when something weird happen. 
Test for power-law and exponential logarithmic yield distributions
According to literature suggestions, tail asymptotic distribution was examined on two ways. At first exponential and power-law tail distributions had to be separated by a simple R 2 based fitting-test 18 . Than estimated power-law properties were studied by Clauset, Shalizi and Newman's (2007) improved quantile-based maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method 19 , to estimate the scale parameter α. Size of the tails is determined by the scale parameter α -as smaller the α, as fatter is the tail. Pvalues are given by Monte Carlo procedures: the power-law model is fitted for generated synthetic data sets, and the number of times is counted when the Kolmogorov-Smirnov is larger than observed goodness-of-fit (maximum distance between the tail probability or cumulative distribution function of the empirical data and the fitted power-law model). (Clauset et al. 2009 , Quismorio 2009 As literature said, there are significant differences in the thickness, which means that emerging markets have fatter negative tails than developed markets. During periods of boom longer and thicker tails were detected with a power-law exponent α close to 3, while periods of stagnation characterized by shorter and thinner tails with an exponential decay close to 1. (Quismorio 2009) Such asymmetries are identified at the negative tails of the sample. Stock and currency markets are behaving as power-law in both cases of market developments, and their α exponent remains under the literally presented 2.5 to 3.5 interval -which signs a lot of opportunities for unpredictable events in each conjuncture phase. Bond markets have only negative power-law tails, but the fitting process could be too difficult due to the observed enormous kurtosis. EU 10Y indicator is smoother than US 10Y, which could be the result of strict inflation targeting monetary policy of the ECB. According to the forms of distribution, there are no strict differences between developed and emerging markets, the difference in α is marginal. 
Test of common developments under normal and extraordinary events
Dynamic correlation phenomena and tail distribution
The outputs of static spearmen's 2 tailed correlation signed poor inter connections on horizontal and vertical scale, but more detailed picture was provided after the establishment of quasi dynamic intervals ("windows"). Synchronisation of markets could depend on the probability of return developments. The hypothesis, that the US (as "main") markets playing a dominant role with on influence on the emerging markets, was mostly rejected. There were only several cases, when significant difference occurred between market common movements according to the main market's normal or extreme stage. As Stavarek (2009) suggested, results were the inverse on currency market than on the others. USD-EUR relations had an indirect impact on Euro-zone candidate countries -PLN and HUF had a mediocre correlation under extreme strong periods of the euro, while PLN had a weak correlation with the EUR under normal circumstances. But this test was useful to sign the special role of Russian stock and currency markets -RTS moved only together with the main market (DJI) under extreme boosts and falls, and had a contrary connection to the WIG 20 under positive developments; while HUF, PLN and RBL tended to move together differently under stronger US dollar.
Discussion
Market risk management had to face with several problems in the last decade: market data returns are likely uncorrelated, but dependent, their probability distributions are heavy tailed, and extreme events appear in clusters while volatility is random (Embrechts et al. 2001 ). The conceptual model, which was presented in this study, had the same problems. More progressive solutions are given by the copulas as we mentioned in the methodological chapter, because probabilities and common devel-opments are unified by them. But there are two causes to be careful during their usage: it is not clear from the basic models that the events on two or n margin's tails are happening in the same time, and correlation remained static in several applications.
To pay attention on the separation of monotonic or quasi monotonic developments of main market yields, ARIMA models could be more feasible -because short run fluctuations could be controlled better, than the presented multiplications of first derivates (or their rolling mean smoothed version). (Ramathan 2003) 
Conclusion
Financial engineering facilitates the transformation and reshaping of risk, but some authors emphasize the disadvantage of network operations, in which the high efficiency on liquidity allocation capability and the ability of fast feedback through current account cause immanent instability of the current financial system with shortterm orientation and unrelenting concentration of wealth (Brunnhuber et al. 2005 , Magas 2005 .
Imbalances of transitional countries were indicated by financial markets as models of bounded rationality and complex scale-free networks suggested. Developed countries have to face with extreme bullish and bearish circumstances, in which volatility of liquidity diffuse through the market. Emerging markets behave slightly altered, but it is not necessary to deeply revalidate the basic axioms on them as our results suggests. Differences could be found in their relationships to the occurrence of improbable events and their weak synchronisations under fat tailness. Capital flows are non-linear, therefore, the bottleneck-effects are caused by the withdrawal of the capital that is faster than its inflow. Occurrence of asymmetries means that negative shocks hit much harder these markets than positive news -so their collapse is much more sudden, while the recovery is slower. To handle emerging coutries as homogenous groups by foreign investors is the main reason of contagion effects -so if anything werid happens in these countries, funds are being extracted from other markets too (Égert -Koubaa 2004) .
